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INTRODUCTION 

Creep properties of concrete are usually defined in terms of the creep function 
J(I,t'), which represents the strain at age I caused by a unit sustained stress 
acting since age 1'(1' s t). For an accurate calculation of creep effects in 
structures it is very useful to also know the relaxation function R(t, t'), which 
represents the stress at age 1 caused by a unit strain enforced at age " and 
maintained constant thereafter. If we make the customary assumption that creep 
is linear in terms of stress and obeys the principle of superposition, the creep 
properties are fully defined either by the creep function or by the relaxation 
function, and one follows from the other. Their relationship is given by a linear 
Volterra's integral equation (3), which can be easily solved numerically with 
the help of a computer (2). For structural calculations in design offices this 
is, however, inconvenient and the development of some general approximate 
algebraic formula for invertins tbe creep function to the relaxation function 
is therefore bighly desirable. Apart from that, a general algebraic inversion 
formula would greatly facilitate stochastic process modeling of the creep effects 
in structures. 

For a creep function of general form. the only available algebraic inversion 
formula is the one based on the effective (or sustained) modulus; but the accuracy 
of this formula is known to be very poor (3.7) if the aging of concrete within 
the time interval of interest is significant, which happens in most practical cases. 
The same is true of special methods such as the rate-of-creep method or the 
rate-of-flow method (3.7,9,16), in which one simplifies the creep function to 
a special form that allows reduction of the problem to an easily solvable differential 
equation. 

In 1967 Trost (17,19) proposed an approximate algebraic method that substan
tially reduces the error in the inversion, and a further improvement was achieved 
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by a refinement of Trost's method, called the age-adjusted effective modulus 
method (3,4,5). In this method the classical effective modulus is corrected by 
a coefficient, termed the aging coefficient (4), which depends only on I and 
" and can be tabulated in advance for the liven creep function J(/,I'). This 
approach is, however, convenient only as long as the creep functions for different 
humidities and specimen sizes, ploUed as functions of I - I' for various I 
values have the same time shapes, i.e., are mutuaBy proportional. If we would 
take into account that the creep curves actually have ratber different time shapes 
depending on the humidity conditions and the size or thickness of the cross 
section (10) we would need a different table of the agin& coefficient (or of 
Trost's relaxation coefficient) for each substantially different time shape of 
the creep curve. This would lead to impractically long lables. 

The purpose of tbis paper is to present an approximate but quite accurale 
empirical formula which is &enerally applicable, does not require advance 
tabulation of any coefficient, and works well for all conceivable time shapes 
of the concrete creep function. 

In the analysis tbat follows, the validity of the principle of superposition 
for concrete creep is assumed. This is of course not quite true (3), and there 
are cases of si&nificant deviations even in the working slress range (6). It must 
be recognized, however, that a linear model is a necessary part of any more 
general nonlinear model (6). 

CLASSICAL FORMULA 

The strain ~ at time t produced by sustained constant stress a acting since 
time t' may be expressed as 

~(/) = aJ(/,I') ................•................ (I) 

This is often written in the form 

a I I + + (I, I' ) 
£(1)=- with -=J(/,I')= .............. (2) 

Eeer Eeer E(/') 

in which Eerr = effective (or sustained) modulus; and +(/, I') = E(/')J(/.t') 
_ I = creep coefficient (3). Although Eq. I is invalid when a is variable, 
it is being applied in such cases as an approximation, replacing a with a (I). 
Thus, according to Eq. I, the stress relaxation is then approximated as 

~ E(/')~ 
a(t) .... J(/,t') = EerrE. = 1+ tfl(t,t') ................ . . (3) 

which yields the classical approximate formula: 

I 
R(t,/')= = Eerr 

J(t,/') 

Because aCt) decreases during relaxation, 
a(t)J(/, t'), and so we see that always 

....... (4) 

the actual creep is higher than 

I 
R(/,/') <--

J(/, t') 
.................... (5) 
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Eq. 4 is known to give rather accurate estimates of R(t, t') if the aging 
is negligible (18), i.e., if J(t,,') depends only on load duration I - " and not 
on I and t' separately. The llging is always negligible for polymers, and that 
is why Eq. 4 is widely used in polymer viscoelasticity. For concrete, though, 
the aging is significant if I - " is smaller than t', and the error of Eq. 4 
is then very large, as known from computational experience (7). This is because 
the negative creep strain due to stress decrements after the initial loading time 
is reduced by aging, which means that a higher stress drop than without aging 
is needed to maintain a constant strain. 

NECESSARY CORREcnGNS 

In absence of aging, concrete creep depends only on load duration E and 
not on the age at load application, I'. Thus, the absence of aging is characterized 
by the condition J(/' + E,t') = J(t,1 - E> because the load duration for each 
of these two creep functions is the same. Therefore, the nondimensional parameter 

J(t'+E,t') 
0 0 = - I ..............•.........•..•. (6) 

J(t, I - E> 

vanishes if there is no aging. Because creep for a higher age at loading is 
smaller, we have J(t' + E,/') > J(/,I - E) if there is aging (assuming that 
I' + E < I). Therefore, 0 0 is positive if there is aging. This suggests that 
Eq. 6 may be considered as a characteristic of aging. 

The value of E must be positive and must not exceed, - t' since R(t, t') 
must not depend on the J values for times that exceed t' + (t - t') = t, 
or else the present would depend on the future. Note that for this reason, 
e.g., it would be incorrect to set 0 0 = J(/' + E,t')/J(I + E,t) - l. Similarly, 
R(/, I') must not depend on the J values for loading ages less than I' because 
R(I,/') represents a response to stress and there was no stress before time 
I'. For this reason it would be incorrect to set 0 0 = J(,',t' - E)/J(t,t -
E)-I. 

Since it is the aging that is responsible for the large error in Eq. 4, and 
since R(I,I') < IIJ(/.I'), the expression IIJ(t,t') - CIOO in which C I is 
some constant may be expected to allow a better approximation of the relaxation 
function. Noting that IIJ(/, I') has the dimension of Newtons per square meter 
and 0 0 is nondimensional, we divide 0 0 by some value of J(t,/'), and the 
value J(/, I - I) (where time is in days) appears to give the best results. 

Furthermore, noting thai even in the absence of aging (0 0 = 0) 1/ J (I, I') 
is always slightly higher than R(t,t'), we may replace IIJ(I,/') with (I -
4 0 )/J(/,I') in which 40 introduces a very small age-independent correction 
(40 « 1). 

PROPOSED FORMUlA FOR RELAXATION FUNcnGN 

By the foregoing arguments we arrive at the following approximation of the 
relaxation funclion 

_ , I - 40 0.115 [J(/' + ~, I' ) ] 
R (I, I ) = - - I ............. (7) 

J(/,/') J(/,I-I) J(/,I-E) 
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Coefficient 0.115 has been determined by optimizing the fits of the R (I. I') 
curves exactly calculated (from the integral equation) for various typical functions 
J (I. I'). The optimum value of E has been found to be 

I 
t = - (I - t') ................................. (8) 

2 

Coefficient 40 introduces a relatively minor, age-independent correction that 
is generally less than 0.02 and may be neglected, i.e. 

..................... . ......... (9) 

More accurately, except for I - I' < I day, we may use 

40 "'" 0.008 .................................. (10) 

which reduces the error in R (I, I') by about I % of the initial value R (28 + 
0.01,28). . 

Still more accurately, a variable coefficient 40 may be used, and the follow tog 
formula has been found: 

[
J(I' + 1,/')]1 J(/,I') -J(to,,') f (II) 

4 = 0.009 ; or I> ' 0 , •••• 

o J(28 + 1,28) J(I,I')-O.9J(/ o,/') 

and 4 = 0 for I S 10 where 10 = I' + 0.01. This formula gives 4 0 '" 0.009 (J(I' 
+ 1,/~)IJ(28 + 1,28)) 2 for I - I' > 3 days, which is inderendent of I~ad 
duration I - " and depends only on the age at loading, t . Eq. II bnngs 
about an improvement for short creep durations, such as I - I' < 3 days. 
For long-term values Eq. II is unnecessary. 

VERIFICATION 

Relaxation functions corresponding to various typical forms of J(t, I') have 
been accurately calculated by numerically solving the integral equation with 
a computer, using the program listed in Ref. 2. Some of these calculations, 
which represent the exact R (I, I'), are plotted as dashed lines in Fig. J. Figs. 
I(a). l(b), l(c), led), and I(/) are based on the double power law approximations 
(established in Ref. 10) of the test data (13,14,15) indicated in Fig. l. The 
double power law has the form (10): 

1 ct-., _". )( ')It (12) J(I.,')=-+-(I +0 I-I .................. . 
Eo Eo 

and the values of its parameters for various data sets are listed in the figures. 
Figs. I(a), l(b), l(c), and I(d) pertain to basic creep, i.e., creep at c~nst~nt 
100% humidity, while Fig. 1(/) pertains to the double power law approXimatIOn 
(8) of drying creep data. Fig. I(e) is based on the creep function 

1+ ct-(/,/') 
J(I ,')=----

, E(/') 
............. ..... (13) 

(/_1,)°6 
with .1.(1 I') = 2.94/,-0.118 •............... (14) 

.... , 10+(1_1')°·6 
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E(/') = E21 ~ 4 ~ 8 ................ . + . SI (15) 

recommended by American Concrete Institute (ACI) Committee 209 (1.12). While 
the double power law, without further corrections (10). is suited for basic creep 

40 

5.0 t. -0011-10--',1' 
1.0 

., -J.IIS, .. -o.SII .. .·0."1, a. O.OSI • -0.12., a -0045 

(4) 
10 o. '0 .00 

III 
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FIG. 1.-Comparlson of Propoled Approximate Formula for Calculating Relaxation 
Function from Creep Function (_. - . -) with Exact Solution (--) and Effective 
Modulul Method (---) (1 pII = 6.81 kN/m') 

and fo~ drying creep of slowly drying specimens. the ACI function is suited 
for drYing creep of rapidly drying specimens. 

The classical formula (Eq. 4, effective modulus method) is plotted in Fig 
I as the dashed lines. We see that the proposed formula (_. -' _ lines) bring~ 
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about a draslic improvemenl. The errors in R(/, I') relative to the initial value 
are also listed numerically in Table I. Note that the proposed formula reduces 
the maximum error from 37% to 2% of the initial value R(28 + 0.01.28) of 
relaxation function at loading age 28 days. If we restrict ourselves to load 
durations below 3,000 days, the maximum errors are still smaller. 

The formula has also been checked for creep functions of the type 1/ E(/') 
+ f(1 - I') + g(/) - g(/'), which is used in the 1978 CEO-FIP Model Code. 
The graphical comparisons arc not shown because this formula is not a very 

TABLE 1.-Error. Compared to Exact Solution In Proposed Formula for Relaxation 
Function from Creep Function, a. a 'ercentage of Initial Exact Value R (28 + 0.01,28) 

PROPOSED FORMULA 

Maximum Error for 
, - " < 2.200 daya 

Effective ". " 0 
Ao" 0 

Creep I'. in modulus. I - I' .. 10' 
I - I'. ir I - I'. ir 

data days 1- " .. 10' A." 0 " ... 0 daya ErrOl days Error 
(11 121 (31 (41 (61 (61 (71 (81 (91 

L'Hermile el al. 1 31.4 0.26 0.59 - - - -
(1965. 1971): 28 20.0 1.40 1.68 46 0.22 22 0.81 
In water 180 9.0 0.48 0.73 - - - -

1000 3.5 -0.01 0.22 464 0.19 215 0.47 
Ross Dam (1953, 1958): 7 31.7 -0.44 - 22 0.12 - -

Scaled 18 20.1 0.99 - 1.000 -0.27 - -
180 9.0 0.23 - 2,150 -0.18 - -

1000 3.4 -0.17 215 0.12 - -
Canyon Ferry Dam (1958): 7 36.9 -0.92 -O.SS 10 0.11 10 0.76 

Sealed 18 22.6 1.9. 2.26 1,000 -0.39 1,000 0.04 
180 9.2 0.73 0.9' 2,150 -0.11 - -

1000 3.1 -0.01 0.20 215 0.11 215 0.39 
Shasla Dam (1953, 1958): 1 36.3 -1.74 -1.39 22 0.32 10 0.71 

Scaled 28 22.5 1.25 1.54 - - - -
180 9.4 0.39 0.'" 2,150 -0.27 - -

1000 3.2 0.03 O.OS 0.5 -0.06 - -
L'Hermite, et al. 1 11.3 -2.00 -1.92 0.1 1.78 0.1 2.39 

(1965, 1971): 28 7.9 -1.56 -1.49 0.1 2.08 0.1 2.08 
R.H ... SK 180 4.5 -0.88 -0.81 0.1 2.42 0.1 2.81 

1000 2.5 -0.11 -0.06 0.2 2.65 0.1 2.97 
ACI 209 (1911): DryinB 1 6.2 -0.63 - 1.000 1.50 - -

28 3.6 -1.32 - 22 1.86 - -
180 1.4 -1.47 - 22 1.77 - -

1,000 0.5 -0.91 - 22 1.44 - -

good choice for representing concrete creep. as has been confirmed by extensive 
comparisons with numerous test data, which exhibited a coefficient of variation 
of 45% (see Ref. 10, Part VI, and Refs. 9 and II). Nevertheless note that 
the proposed formula (Eq. 7) gives for this creep function rar smaller errors 
than Eq. 4. although somewhat higher than those in Fig. I. 

Other creep functions, including empirical ones defined by a table of values, 
have also been checked and the proposed formula has always been found 
satisfactory for all practical purposes. II is observed however that the smoother 
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the creep function, the smaller is the error. This is also apparent from the fact that the error for the drying creep cases in Fig. I is larger than that for 
the basic creep cases. . . The previously available algebraic inversion based on the agmg coe~ficlent (4) would require advance tabulation of the aging coefficient for each different 
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FIG. 2.-Compart.on of Propo.ed Approxlmat. Formula for Cr.ep Function from Relaxation Function (Solid L1ne.t with Exact Solution CDa.hed Line.t and Effective 
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t 

set of double power law parameters eftl' m. n. a. or for each different set 
of parameters of other chosen expressions such as Eqs. 13-15. This would 
lead to an impractically long set of tables. 

A host of papers have been devoted during the last four decades to !he 
question of finding the best possible approximate expression for J(I, t') which 

ST12 
would allow solving stress relaxation problems by the analytical methods for 
dirre~en!ial, equations. ~he rate-of-creep method, rate-of-flow method (3,7), Arutluman s creep funcllon (7), Aleksandrovskii's creep function, current CEO 
Model Code formulation, etc., have all been motivated by this goal. The present 
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TABLE 2.-Errors Compared to Exact Sofutlon In Proposed Explicit Formula for Creep Function from Relaxation Function. a. a Percenta,e of Final Exact Value J(I,") 

PROPOSED FORMULA 
Effective 
Modulus. Maximum for 

,'. in I - " = 10
4

• I - I' = 10 4
• 

I - I' < 2.200 days 
Creep data days in days in days 1-" Error 

(1) (21 (3) (4) (5) (6) 
L'Hermite et al. 7 - 0.06 - -

(1965, 1971): 28 - 2.07 - -
In water ISO 23.7 1.75 - -

1,000 5.9 1.29 1.000 1.69 
Ross Dam (1953, 1958): 7 - 3.17 - -

Sealed 28 - 2.86 - -
180 22.1 1.62 - -

1,000 5.5 1.04 1,000 1.55 
Canyon Ferry Dam 7 - 6.59 - -

(1958): Sealed 28 - 5.25 - -
ISO 21.7 2.35 - -

1000 4.8 1.15 1000 2.62 
Shasta Dam (1953, 1958): 7 - 8.50 - -

Sealed 28 - 5.16 - -
180 21.7 2.04 - -

1,000 4.8 1.02 1,000 2.29 
L'Hermite et al. 7 3.17 - -

(1965, 1971): 28 - 2.86 - -
R.II. = 50% 180 22.1 1.62 - -

1000 5.5 1.04 
ACI 209 (1971): Oryin, 7 22.5 -2.56 100 4.24 

28 10.6 -2.60 100 3.36 
ISO 3.3 -2.04 100 2.46 

1,000 0.9 -1.02 100 1.85 

general formula makes the special expressions for the relaxation functions in 
these methods unnecessary. 

AGE-ADJUSTED EFFECTIVE MODULUS 

The. proposed formula will be useful especially for the quasi-elastic creep 
analYSIS of concrete structures by the age-adjusted effective modulus method (3,4,5). The formula makes the tables of the aging coefficient (or Trost's relaxation coefficient, Ref. 19) unnecessary, and it in fact makes even the notion of this 
coefficient superfluous. Instead of calculating the age-adjusted effective modulus 
E" (I, I') from the aging coefficient (3,4), we can now evaluate it directly in 
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terms of the relaxation function (3,4) approximated by the proposed formula; 
i.e. 

E(/') - R(/,I') I--J(/ .. /')R(/,I') 
E"(/,")""'---.:.------= ............ (16) 

+(/,1') J(/,I')-J(/ .. /') 

in which I. = I' + At., value At. being the time interval within which the 
load is initially applied; E (,') = '/ J(I • , I') is the corresponding elastic modulus; 
and +(/,1') = E(/')J(/.,I') - I is the creep coef(icient. The value of At. 
is usually between 0.01 day and I day and may be taken, e.g., as 0.1 day. 

It is important to note that the proposed formula for R(I,I') does not involve 
the initial elastic modulus and does not require any short-time deformation for 
loads of less than I-day duration. This feature is particularly welcome since 
improper matching of incompatible creep coefficient and elastic modulus has 
been responsible for much of the confusion and inaccuracies in creep analysis 
of concrete structures. 

A similar reature may be observed by evaluating Eq. 16 for various chosen 
values of AI.; it is found that the long-time values of E" (I, I') are rather insensitive 
to the chosen value of AI •. Thus, one is free to choose AI. = I day, in which 
case, similar to R(t, I'), the values of E" (I, I') are independent of the creep 
function for load durations less than I day. 

It may also be noticed from calculations that the percentage error in E" (I, I') 
is less than that in R(/, I') and is usually below 1%, which is better than needed 
in practice. 

Algebraic evaluation of the relaxation function and of the age-adjusted effective 
modulus will greatly facilitate stochastic treatment of structural creep effects. 
In fact. this would be hardly tractable otherwise. 

CALCULAOON Of CREEP FUNCTION fROM RELAXATION FUNCfION 

For this much less frequent problem, one may derive an analogous formula. 
using the same line of reasoning. The following approximation J(I, t') of the 
creep function J(/, I') has been found: 

, I - A. 
i(/, I ) = ............. (17) 

R(I, I') + 0.1550 0 (0.4 + oo)R(I, I - I) 

1- I' 
with 

R(/'+~,I') 
0 0 = I - ; 

R(/,I-t) 
~ =--................. (18) 

2 

Coefficient A. introduces a minute age-independent correction that is useful 
only for small load durations, such as I - I' < 3 days. Approximately A I 
may be neglected 

..................... (19) 

More accurately one may consider 

A. = 0.01 ............. . ............... (20) 

Still more accurately one may use variable A. : 
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R(/o' I') - R(/,I') ., (R(28 + 1,28) )2 
A. = 0.01 

R(/' + 1,1') I.IR(/o,I') - R(/,I') 

ST12 

. (21) 

The creep function approximations according to Eqs. 17 and 18 are shown 
as _. - . - lines in Fig. 2. Comparing them with the exact curves (-- lines) 
and the classical formula i(/.I') ... 1/ R(/,t') (--- lines), we again see 
a substantial improvement; the maximum error of 24% is reduced to 8% (Table 
2). However, the improvement is not as spectacular as it is for the inverse 
problem (Fig. I, Table I). The main reason is that in approximatiDl the relaxation 
function we seek small values from large ones, whereas here we seek large 
values from small ones, which is always less accurate. When R (I, ,') is close 
to 0, a smaO error in R (I, I') is obviously translated into a large error in 1/ R (I, I' ). 

More accurate values of\}(I,I') can be calculated from R(t,I') if one makes 
use of tbe previous formulas, Eqs. 7-11. First one may calculate J(I, I') from 
R(I, t') using Eqs. 17; tben one uses tbis as an initial estimate, and proceeds 
to solve J(/, I') from Eq. 7 by Newton iteration. 

SUMMARY AND CONClUSIONS 

An approximate algebraic formula for calculating the relaxation function from 
the given creep function for aging concrete is presented. An inverse formula 
for calculating the creep function from the relaxation function is also found. 
The basic conclusions are: 

I. The formula is generally applicable for all aging creep funclions that may 
be considered for concrete creep. Thus there is no need to use special simplified 
forms of the creep function that allow exact calculations of the relaxation functions 
by differential equation solutions. 

2. The error compared to the exact solution of the integral equation based 
on the principle of superposition is within 2% (of the initial value of stress 
at age 28 days). This is a drastic improvement compared to the errors up to 
37% exhibited by the previously used effective modulus method. 

3. Calculation of long-time relaxation as well as structural creep effects does 
not require knowledge of the elastic modulus and of the creep function for 
load durations below I day. 

4. The formula enables direct calculation of the age-adjusted effective modulus 
from the creep function, and allows us dispensing with the table of the aging 
coefficient. This is particularly valuable when we consider a more sophisticated 
creep model, reflecting the fact that the creep functions for different humidities 
and sizes have different (non proportional) shapes (10). Without the derived for
mula a different table of the aging coefficient would be required for each differ
ent shape of the creep function. 
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KEY WORDS: Allns; Approxfmation method; eoncrete; Cree,; Materials; : 
Numerica' analysis; Stress relallatioB; Structural analysis; Structures; I 

Viscoelasticity : 

ABSTRACT: Presented is an approximate alaebraic formula for calculatin, the 
reluatlon function for aain, concrete. The formula is ,eneral: it applies to any form or 
the creep runetlon. Compared to the previously used effective modulus method. the 
formula reduces the error from up to 37% to within 2% relative to the exact solution 
accordin, to the superpositon prineiple. Calculation or Ian,-time relaxation does not 
require tnowledae or the elastic modulus and or the creep function ror load duration 
below one day. The rormula enables direct calculation or the aae-adjusted effective 
modulus from the ereep runetlon. and thus it allows dispensina with the table or the 
aaln. coemcient. This is particularly useful In case of a more sophisticated creep model 
which reflects the ract that the creep functions for different humidities "and sizes have 
different (nonproportional) shapes. 
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